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Obsessive Love and Nostalgia for Neverland: The Dark Side of Fantasy Fiction in John Logan’s *Peter and Alice*

John Logan’s play *Peter and Alice* explores the relationships of the people behind *Peter Pan* and *Alice in Wonderland*. Peter Llewelyn Davies and Alice Hargreaves meet in a bookshop and reminisce about the authors and fictional characters that helped develop their identities. All characters in the play, J.M. Barrie, Lewis Carroll, Peter Pan, and Alice in Wonderland help expose dark secrets about Peter and Alice while helping them connect to one another. Throughout his play, Logan shows the reality and repercussions of fantasy fiction. *Peter and Alice* illustrates how the biographical backgrounds of Peter and Alice have woven together with *Peter Pan* and *Alice in Wonderland* to create a darker legacy for once lighthearted children’s stories. Logan mixes lighthearted fantastical moments and dark quiet remembrances to create a full picture of Peter and Alice’s lives. Logan creates Neverland and Wonderland on stage by bringing all of the components of the story together. Peter and Alice bare the weight of being the real life representations of beloved characters and also finding their own identity away from the characters. Peter and Alice live in an in between space. They are in between real and fictional. They are in between adults and children. They are in between being victims of their pasts and icons due to their past. Logan uses their dichotomy to show the different types of trauma inflicted by being a muse, being loved too much, and being loved the wrong way.